Efficacy of GATA3 Versus BRST2 for the Identification of Metastatic Breast Carcinoma in the Upper GI Tract: Which Performs Better?
Distinguishing primary diffuse-type gastric carcinoma (PDGC) versus gastric involvement by metastatic breast carcinoma (mBC), particularly the lobular subtype, is difficult on histology alone. Both can appear morphologically similar. GATA3, a novel transcription factor, is used in certain scenarios as an immunohistochemical marker of breast origin. Our objective was to investigate the efficacy of GATA3 in differentiating PDGC and mBC and how it compares to another breast marker, BRST2. We retrospectively stained 40 cases of PDGC and 10 control cases of mBC from upper gastrointestinal tract specimens for antibodies: GATA3, BRST2, CDX2, and estrogen receptor. Staining of tumor cells was semiquantified with a modified Allred score. GATA3 and BRST2 were positive in 17.5% and 12.5% of PDGC cases, respectively, and in 100% of mBC cases. Allred scores for GATA3 were significantly greater in mBC cases compared with PDGC (P=0.001). Allred scores were not significantly different for BRST2 due to low levels of staining in mBC cases. Although sensitivity and specificity were similar, differences in staining between PDGC and mBC were more decisive for GATA3 versus BRST2 and thus easier to interpret. In addition, 50% of PDGC cases were positive for CDX2 and none for estrogen receptor. Overall, our results show that GATA3 can reliably and correctly identify cases of mBC to the upper gastrointestinal tract. However, because a minority of PDGC were positive for GATA3, it should still be used within an antibody panel to resolve this diagnostic dilemma.